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About This Software

Flex license - What's this?

Full-featured and easy on the purse!

This new license gives you all the features of the most recent articy:draft version, incl. the commercial use right. It's flexible,
because you only pay a low monthly fee and can cancel your subscription each month. If you pay on a yearly basis, you get an

even lower rate.
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About articy:draft

articy:draft is a visual environment for the creation and organization of game and story content - such as non-linear storylines,
branching dialogues, level layouts or character and item databases. All content can be exported into various formats - including

JSON, XML and Microsoft Office. With version 3 and higher. you can also integrate your content easily into Unity with the
comprehensive articy:draft to Unity plugin.

Features

Plan non-linear stories

Write branching conversations

Control game logic with variables and conditions

Simulate your story content to find problems early on

Manage large amounts of game objects (characters, items, ...)

Sketch locations and communicate level ideas

Document your game in detail

Export to Word

Export & Import to Excel for localization

Export to JSON or XML to integrate your content

Integrate your content in Unity easily

Commercial Usage

and more…

Story, Mission & Quest Design
articy:draft makes the creation of interactive, branching content easy. It’s perfect for your narrative structure design. Each node

in your story or mission flowchart can contain an inner flowchart. For example, you can start with a top-level chapter-like
structure and break it down into further and further until reaching single lines of dialogue. This nested approach ensures clean

and organized flowcharts.

Finally, use the simulation mode to test your flow logic before you export it. By using variables, conditions and instructions you
can control the flow your game. For instance, if you want a line of dialogue only to show up when certain conditions are

fulfilled.

Unity Integration
Boost your iteration process. Our comprehensive Unity plugin gets your content ready to use to Unity with just a few clicks.

Game Object Database
articy:draft includes a powerful game object database with a flexible template system. Build everything, from characters, items,

spells to weapons and skills. Create your objects as templates and use them wherever you need them.

Use And Create Plugins
Automate tasks and customize workflows by using custom plugins. The Macro Devkit enables you to develop your own plugins
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fast and easily.

Location Planning
With its build-in location editor, a vector-based 2D drawing tool, you can easily plan your game world and single levels. This

editor is an iteration-friendly sketching tool for maps and scenarios. You can place story events, spawn points and trigger zones
on the map for planning purposes. For some game genres, the location editor can even produce the actual game output. For

example 2D layer-based backgrounds for point’n’click adventures or hidden object games.
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Title: articy:draft 3 - Flex License
Genre: Design & Illustration, Education, Utilities
Developer:
ByteRockers' Games
Publisher:
articy Software
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel i5 or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: recent nVidia or AMD graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: not required

English,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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OK, where is the coat? I found it in the gift box and i select it, but i can't find it in constume on Tenten shop. What's going on?.
Another game to get sorted in the "utter fail" category.. to be continued ending....really....had i known that id never bought
this...lazy lazy lazy. Probably one of the best games I have played in a long time. Good stuff. Worth the two quarters, unless
you're a jobless bum like Warwick Janetzki.. Trash that shouldn't be on steam.
An unfunny collection of potentially stolen intellectual property in a "game" less interactive than a PowerPoint slideshow.. One
of the Best VR shooting games i have played!
Definitely recommend this title
The aiming is spot on and the enemies are different in a way thats refreshing
not just the same old thing everyone else is using, and very well animated too
the difficulty level is great really keeps you on your toes!

overall a perfect game for the VR if you have one this is a must have!
i cant wait to see what else is done with this, its in early access and its already better or on par with what id expect from AAA
titles. I really do want to say that this game was not the direction the developers should have gone. Im only going to talk about
physics a little bit. the fact that you cant develop ruts late into a race is just wrong. In air mechanics are garbage. Now to my
main issue. The longevity of the game is entirely limited due to the fact that the track editor is absolute TRASH. I think that
giving the ability for the players to have creative freedom is the sole reason for continuing to play this game. But, its not creative
freedom they give you a few jumps corners and a pinch of sand. its sad. true creative freedom would be letting the players have
complete control of the editor being able to make their own jumps and build their own corners and sections. once you play the
stock tracks enough you pretty much will want to snort broken glass. the fact that they dont let the players develop amazing new
tracks ruins this game.. If you love you some schlocky 80's-90's horror classics like Halloween, Friday the 13th, and Nightmare
on Elm Street mixed with some light puzzles and stealth element GET THIS GAME. My only complaint about the entire thing is
that I wanted more game, I wanted to play it longer but all good things must come to an end, I suppose. 9/10 would play again..
This is a sequel that does what the original game did gameplay-wise, only better and slightly more refined in every way. The
story runs parallel to the first game through the perspective of Hartsock, one of Baker's squadmates from the original game, and
while the sotry is not as hard hitting and the characters aren't as interesting as in the original, the squadmate deaths are still some
of the most powerful I've experienced in a game to date, arguably more powerful than in the first game (still with little to no
character development, surprisingly). The tactical squad-based gameplay is still probably the best of any WW2 shooter to date,
ignoring its sequel which improved on the same formula even more.. Point Perfect made me a better PC gamer. Now I finally
have the confidence to talk to girls. Thanks Highcastle Studios!

- Eugene
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Cartoon PubG at 60 FPS.
Yes RPGs
Yes you can run people over

No in-game settings ( it could use AA?)

Keep it windowed looks bad full screen

Reloading takes a tad but it seems to work well with a slower pace of game

The in-game main menu is dope

No player base at the moment-- but its easy enough to Q up and put it in the background --- people need to understand this and
be patient--at the moment it only starts at 6 or more players..

1. No canned music

2. only one floor button

3. No fat old man farting

4. No kid pushing the buttons so it stops on every floor (there's only one button FFS)

5. No emergency stop button

6. No hookers leaflets left on the walls

7. No unusual stains that somehow look familar on the floor
and you have the audacity to call this an Elevator VR experience.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it I'm going to make my own elevator unity experience and it's going
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on this one.. Dwarf Tower was a total disappointment. Not only if Facebook
integration required for basic gameplay, the menu interface is complete chaos.

Gameplay is bland at best, as all building and attacks are menu based. With no clear cut goal other than the destruction
of the enemy tower, Dwarf Tower seems like little more than a lackluster adaptation of Battleship.. 30 mins of must
have background music!

I love this soundtrack but I am disappointed that It is not an actual album or iTunes compatible...

I want to be able to listen to it on repeat while I'm out and and away from my PC and while studying...

If it is possible could you please make this DLC soundtrack into an album so I can listen to it on iTunes?

Thank you.. Really liked this game. It's the kind of game that, once you've finished it, you still want to keep playing.
. I know it is EA, but there is a hell of a lot of work that needs to be done, I find the gameplay boring and the developers
claimed this is a racing fps, well I find this misleading as I found nothing to make it a racer, just generic settings,
gameplay, and maps to go through that times you when you when you finish, I could just time myslef how long it will
take to complete a mission on any other fps mssion campaign then try to beat my own time, and have alot better time
with it, some other games already do this, with far better gameplay mechanics/maps. Movement is kinda slowish
especailly for a game that is a "racing first person shooter", you have to have patience and remember where all the
turrets and a good aim if you want to complete a map in a decent time, but I can not be bothered to do so, since there is
no motivation in doing so or satisfaction since the game is dull any how. I'am hoping to get a refund, I was hoping for
some fast adrenaline pumping action in short busts, but all I found is a dull hollow generic fps that you will have to have
a great amount of patience with.
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